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LOGITECH SCRIBE ACCESSORIES

A wireless Share Button in white
complements the aesthetics of
meeting rooms. For rooms with
very bright lighting, a polarizing
filter reduces glare.

TAILOR SCRIBE TO YOUR MEETING SPACES
Logitech Scribe is an AI-powered whiteboard camera for Microsoft
Teams® Rooms, Zoom Rooms™, and other leading video conferencing
services. It’s designed to effortlessly share whiteboards into video
meetings.
Accessories for Scribe help you customize Scribe for rooms with various
aesthetics and lighting conditions:
• Share Button in White: replaces the standard purple share button
for a clean look that works better in some rooms
• Polarizer: in rooms where very bright lighting reflects on the
whiteboard, the Polarizer reduces glare while allowing Scribe to
maintain both color and clarity

SHARE BUTTON IN WHITE AND POLARIZER

SCRIBE ACCESSORIES

SHARE BUTTON IN WHITE

POLARIZER

The wireless Share Button for Logitech Scribe makes it remarkably
simple to share whiteboards into video meetings. Using fingers,
an elbow, or even a marker, presenters can press anywhere on the
button to start or stop sharing. The Share Button is available in
white as an alternative to purple to match your room.

For rooms with extremely bright lighting, the Polarizer for Logitech
Scribe minimizes glare and manages reflections that Scribe may
capture off the whiteboard. The optional Polarizer easily attaches
to Scribe’s camera lens and ensures that everyone can see the
whiteboard clearly in any environment.
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Logitech Scribe

Logitech Scribe

Product Dimensions

Product Dimensions

Height: 12.7 mm
Diameter: 71.8 mm
Weight: 108 g

Height: 93 mm
Top Diameter: 77.6 mm
Bottom Diameter: 71.3 mm
Weight: 70 g

Technical Specifications
Power: 2 x CR2032 battery
Adhesive-backed mounting
Share button support may vary by video conferencing service
provider. See www.logitech.com/support/scribe-compatibility for
latest information.
Interfaces

Environmental
Storage Temperature: -30 to 60°C
Inside the Box
Polarizer
Documentation
Warranty

Bluetooth® Low Energy

2-year limited hardware

Inside the Box

Part Number

Share Button in White
Documentation

952-000116

Warranty

Product Information

2-year limited hardware

www.logitech.com/scribe-polarizer

Part Number
952-000102
Product Information
www.logitech.com/scribe-sharebutton-white
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